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DISTRIBUTION
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Abstract: Acceptance sampling plans was studied mainly to draw valid conclusions
with regard to accept or reject the lots of finished products. . This Paper, it is
proposed CASP-CUSUM Schemes for Optimizing Type-C OC curve and ARL,
by assuming that the variable under consideration is distributed to Generalized
Exponential distribution. Under this assumption, we determined Truncated
Generalized Exponential distribution and its Type-C OC curve values and ARL
values at different values of the shape parameter. Finally, we determined an optimal
CASP-CUSUM scheme, such that P (A) is maximized. The obtained results were
presented graphically.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Product quality has become one of the most important issues that distinguish
different commodities in a global business market. Two important techniques for
ensuring quality are the statistical process control and statistical product control in
the form of acceptance sampling.

Acceptance sampling is a quality control method used to accept or reject a lot
after testing a random sample of a product. The purpose of acceptance sampling is
to make a determination about lot of the product; accept the lot or reject it rather
than to estimate the quality of the entire lot. Acceptance sampling is a very useful
technique when a lot is so large in size or when testing is destructive. For a large
lot, it is too time consuming and too costly to inspect every single of the product.
Plus, checking every single product does not guarantee that the product will comply
with required specification.

Life test refers to measurements of product life; product life can be measured
in hours, miles, cycles or any other metric that applies to the period of successful
operation of a particular product. Since time is a common measure of life, life data
points are often called times-to-failure. There are different types of life products.
Statistical distributions have been assumed by various authors (statisticians,
mathematicians and engineers) to mathematically model or represent certain
behavior of products. The probability density function (pdf) and cumulative
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distribution function (cdf) are mathematical functions that explain the distribution
of life of an item.

Epstein3 was first to discussed acceptance sampling based on truncated life
tests for an exponential model. An extension of their work was carried out in Goode
and Kao4 by considering the Weibull model which includes the exponential
distribution. Gupta also considered the gamma5 and log-normal6 distributions
respectively.

Kakoty. S., Chakravarthy A.B.9 determined CASP-CUSUM charts under the
assumption that the variable under study follows a Truncated Normal Distribution.
Generally truncated distributions are employed in many practical phenomena where
there is a constraint on the lower and upper limits of the variable under study. For
example, in the production engineering items, the sorting procedure eliminates
items above or bellows designated tolerance limits. It is worthwhile to note that
any continuous variable be first approximated as an exponential variable.

Vardeman.S, Di-ou Ray 14 was introduced CUSUM control charts under the
restriction that the values are regard to quality is exponentially distributed. Further
the phenomena under study is the occurrence of rate of rare events and the inter
arrival times for a homogenous poison process are identically independently
distributed exponential random variables.

Lonnie. C. Vance10 considers Average Run Length of cumulative Sum Control
Charts for controlling for normal means and to determine the parameters of a
CUSUM Chart. To determine the parameters of CUSUM Chart the acceptable and
rejectable quality levels along with the desired respective ARL’s are consider.

Sarma and Akhtar1 studied Continuous acceptance sampling plans based on
the truncated negative exponential distribution for Optimizing CASP-CUSUM
schemes by solving the integral equation using Gauss-Chebyshev integration method
with help of computer program. Finally, the obtained results were compared at
different values of the parameters.

Narayana Murthy et.al11 investigated CASP-CUSUM schemes based on the
truncated Rayleigh distribution to determine ARL values for CASP-CUSUM
schemes. The Optimum continuous acceptance sampling plans cumulative sums
were obtained by evaluating integral equations using Lobatto integration method.
Finally, obtained were compared with respect to different integration methods.

Sainath et al.13 Considered Continuous acceptance sampling plan Cumulative
sum to determine ARL values through truncated two parameters Burr distribution.
To determine Optimum CASP-CUSUM values, a computer program is generated
to solve the integral equations. By executing the computer program is generated to
solve the integral equations. By executing the computer program, thus obtained
ARL values for CASP-CUSUM schemes. Type-C OC curve values and ARL values
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are compared at different values of the parameters of the underlying probability
distribution. They also determined an optimal CASP-CUSUM scheme at which
the probability of acceptance is maximum.

Venkatesulu G. and Mohammed Akhtar P.15 determined Truncated Lomax
Distribution and its Optimization of CASP-CUSUM Schemes by changing the
values of the parameters and finally critical comparisons his based on the obtained
numerical results.

In the present paper, it is determined CASP-CUSUM Chart when the variable
under study follows Truncated Generalized Exponential Distribution. Thus it is
more worthwhile to study some interesting characteristics of this distribution.

GENERALIZED EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION

The two- parameter generalized exponential as an extension of the exponential
distribution has been introduced by Gupta and Kundu7. Moreover the two parameter
generalized exponential is a particular case of the three-parameter Exponentiated
Weibull distribution. At present generalized exponential distribution has received
special attention in the probabilistic statistical literature and in various applications.

Definition: The non-negative random variable X is said to have a Generalized
Exponential distribution if its P.D.F is given by

f(x; , ) =  (1 – e– x) –1   Where �, � and x > 0 (1.1)

The PDF and Hazard function of the generalized exponential distribution are
very similar to those of Weibull and gamma distributions. Unlike exponential
distribution, the generalized exponential distribution is capable of modeling various
shapes of failure rate and hence various shapes of ageing criteria. Accordingly, the
generalized exponential distribution is widely used in reliability and quality control.

The generalized exponential distribution has been used quite effectively to
analyze lifetime data. In many cases it is observed that it provides a better than the
Weibull, gamma, log-normal or generalized Rayleigh distributions.

TRUNCATED GENERALIZED EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION

It is the ratio of probability density function of the Generalized Exponential
distribution to their corresponding cumulative distribution function at the point B.

The random variable X is said to follow a Truncated Generalized Exponential
Distribution as

1(1 )
( ) 0, 0

(1 )

x

B B

e
f x

e
(1.2)
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Where’ B’ is the upper truncated point of the Generalized Exponential
Distribution.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PLAN AND TYPE- C OC CURVE

Beattie2 has suggested the method for constructing the continuous acceptance
sampling plans. The procedure, suggested by him consists of a chosen decision
interval namely, “Return interval” with the length h’, above the decision line is

taken. We plot on the chart the sum ........)3,2,1(')( 1 ���� isXkXS iim are

distributed independently and k1 is the reference value. If the sum lies in the area of
the normal chart, the product is accepted and if it lies on the return chart, then the
product is rejected, subject to the following assumptions.

1. When the recently plotted point on the chart touches the decision line,
then the next point to be plotted at the maximum, i.e., h+h’

2. When the decision line is reached or crossed from above, the next point on
the chart is to be plotted from the baseline.

When the CUSUM falls in the return chart, network or a change of
specification may be employed rather than outright rejection.

The procedure, in brief, is given below.

1. Start plotting the CUSUM at 0.

2. The product is accepted ;)( hkXS im ����  when Sm< 0, return

cumulative to 0.

3. When h < S
m
< h + h’ the product is rejected: when S

m crossed h, i.e., when
S

m 
> h + h’ and continue rejecting product until S

m 
> h + h’ return cumulative

to h + h’

The type-C, OC function, which is defined as the probability of acceptance of
an item as a function of incoming quality, when the sampling rate is same in
acceptance and rejection regions. Then the probability of acceptance P (A) is given
by

)0(')0(

)0(
)(

LL

L
AP

�
� (2.1)

Where L (0) = Average Run Length in acceptance zone and

L’ (0) = Average Run Length in rejection zone.

Page E.S.12 has introduced the formulae for L (0) and L’ (0) as
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Where P (0) = Probability for the test starting from zero on the normal chart,

N (0) = ASN for the test starting from zero on the normal chart,

P’ (0) = Probability for the test on the return chart and

N’ (0) = ASN for the test on the return chart

He further obtained integral equations for the quantities

P (0), N (0), and P’ (0), N’ (0) as follows:
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and z is the distance of the starting of the test in the normal chart from zero.

3. METHOD OF SOLUTION

We first express the integral equation (2.4) in the form
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( ) ( ) ( , ) ( )
d

c

F X Q X R x t F t dt (3.1)

Where

( ) ( ),

( ) ( ),

( , ) ( )

F X P z

Q X F k z

R X t f y k z

Let the integral ( )
d

c

I f x dx  be transformed to

( ) ( )
2 2

d

i i

c

d c d c
I f y dy a f t (3.2)

2 ( )x c d
y

d c
 where a

i
’s and t

i
’s respectively the weight factor and abscissa for

the Gauss-Chebyshev polynomial, given in Jain M. K. and et al.8 using (3.1) and
(3.2), (2.4) can be written as

( ) ( ) ( , ) ( )
2 i i i

d c
F X Q X a R x t F t (3.3)

Since equation (3.3) should be valid for all values of x in the interval (c, d), it
must be true for x = t

i
, i = 0 (1) n then obtain.

( ) ( ) ( , ) ( )
2i i i j i i

d c
F t Q t a R t t F t    j = 0(1)n (3.4)

Substituting

( ) , ( ) , 0(1) , (3.4),i i i iF t F Q t Q i n in  we get

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0[ ( , ) ( , ) ........... ( , ) )]
2 n n n

d c
F Q a R t t F a R t t F a R t t F

1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1[ ( , ) ( , ) ........... ( , ) )]
2 n n n

d c
F Q a R t t F a R t t F a R t t F

………… ………… ……….. ………

………… …………. ……….. ……….
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0 0 0 1 1 1[ ( , ) ( , ) ........... ( , ) )]
2n n n n n n n n

d c
F Q a R t t F a R t t F a R t t F (3.5)

In the system of equations except for F
i
, i = 0,1,2……………n are known and

hence can be solved for Fi, we solved the system of equations by the method of
Iteration. For this, we write the system (3.5) as

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0[1 ( , )] [ ( , ) ( , ) ......... ( , ) )]n n nTa R t t F Q T a R t t F a R t t F a R t t F

1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1[1 ( , )] [ ( , ) ( , ) ......... ( , ) )]n n nTa R t t F Q T a R t t F a R t t F a R t t F

……………. ……………. ………….. …………

……………. …………….. ..………… …………

0 0 0 1 1 1[1 ( , )] [ ( , ) ( , ) ......... ( , ) )]n n n n n n n n n n nTa R t t F Q T a R t t F a R t t F a R t t F

(3.6)

Where 
2

d c
T

To start the Iteration process, let us put F1 = F2 = ... = F
n
 = 0 in the first

equation of (3.6), we then obtain a rough value of F0. Putting this value of F0 and
F1 = F2 = ... = F

n
 = 0 on the second equation, we get the rough value F1 and so on.

This gives the first set of values F
i
 i = 0, 1, 2,...,n which are just the refined values

of F
i
 i = 0, 1, 2,…, n. The process is continued until two consecutive sets of values

are obtained up to a certain degree of accuracy. In the similar way solutions P’ (0),
N (0), N’ (0) can be obtained.

4. COMPUTATION OF ARL’S AND P (A)

We developed computer programs to solve the equations (2.4), (2.5), (2.6) and
(2.7) and we got the following results given in the Tables (4.1) to (4.34).

Table 4.1
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 2,  = 0.2, k = 1, h = 0.01, h’ = 0.01

Table 4.2
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
= 2,  = 0.2, k = 1, h = 0.02, h’=0.02
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Table 4.3
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 =2,  = 0.2, k=1, h=0.03, h’=0.03

Table 4.4
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
= 2,  =0.2, k=1, h=0.04, h’=0.04

Table 4.5
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 2,  = 0.2, k=1, h=0.05, h’=0.05

Table 4.6
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
= 3  = 0.2, k=1, h=0.01, h’=0.01

Table 4.7
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 2,  = 0.4, k=1, h=0.01, h’=0.01

Table 4.8
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 2,  =0.4, k=1, h=0.02, h’=0.02

Table 4.9
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 2,  = 0.4, k=1, h=0.03, h’=0.03

Table 4.10
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 2,  =0.4, k=1, h=0.04, h’=0.04

Table 4.11
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 2,  = 0.4, k=1, h=0.05, h’=0.05

Table 4.12
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 3  =0.4, k=1, h=0.01, h’=0.01
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Table 4.13
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 3,  = 0.4, k=1, h=0.02, h’=0.02

Table 4.14
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 3,  =0.4, k=1, h=0.03, h’=0.03

Table 4.15
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 3,  = 0.4, k=1, h=0.04, h’=0.04

Table 4.16
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 3,  =0.4, k=1, h=0.05, h’=0.05

Table 4.17
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 2,  = 0.2, k=2, h=0.05, h’=0.05

Table 4.18
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 3  =0.2, k=2, h=0.01, h’=0.01

Table 4.19
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 3,  = 0.2, k=2, h=0.02, h’=0.02

Table 4.20
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 3,  =0.2, k=2, h=0.03, h’=0.03

Table 4.21
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 3,  = 0.2, k=2, h=0.04, h’=0.04

Table 4.22
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 3,  =0.2, k=2, h=0.05, h’=0.05
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Table 4.23
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 2,  = 0.2, k=3, h=0.01, h’=0.01

Table 4.24
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 2,  =0.2, k=3, h=0.02, h’=0.02

Table 4.25
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 2,  = 0.2, k=3, h=0.03, h’=0.03

Table 4.26
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 2,  =0.2, k=3, h=0.04, h’=0.04

Table 4.27
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 2,  = 0.2, k=3, h=0.05, h’=0.05

Table 4.28
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 3  =0.2, k=3, h=0.01, h’=0.01

Table 4.29
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 2,  = 0.2, k=4, h=0.01, h’=0.01

Table 4.30
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 2,  =0.2, k=4, h=0.02, h’=0.02

Table 4.31
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 2,  = 0.2, k=4, h=0.03, h’=0.03

Table 4.32
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 2,  =0.2, k=4, h=0.04, h’=0.04
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Table 4.33
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 2,  = 0.2, k=4, h=0.05, h’=0.05

Table 4.34
Values of ARL’s AND TYPE-C OC

CURVES when
 = 3  =0.2, k=4, h=0.01, h’=0.01

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND
CONCLUSIONS

At the hypothetical values of the parameters �, �, k, h and h’ are given at the top of
each table, we determine optimum truncated point B at which P (A) the probability
of accepting an item is maximum and also obtained ARL’s values which represent
the acceptance zone L(0) and rejection zone L’(0) values. The values of truncated
point B of random variable X, L(0), L’(0) and the values for Type-C Curve, i.e. P
(A) are given in columns I, II, III, and IV respectively.

From the above tables 4.1 to 4.34 we made the following conclusions:

1. From the Table 4.1 to 4.34, it is observed that the values of P (A) are
increased as the value of truncated point decreases thus the truncated point
of the random variable and the various parameters for CASP-CUSUM are
related.

2. From the Table 4.1 to 4.34, we observe that it can be maximized the
truncated point B by increasing value of k.

3. From the Table 4.1 to 4.34, it is observed that at the maximum level of
probability of acceptance P (A) the truncated point ‘B’ from 4.0 to 1.0 as
the value of h changes from 0.01 to 0.05.

4. From the Table 4.1 to 4.34, it was observed that the truncated point ‘B’
changes from 4.0 to 1 .0 and P (A) are as maximum i.e. 0.9999997020.
Thus truncated point B and k are inversely related.

5. From Table 4.1 to 4.34 it is observed that the optimal truncated point
changes from 4.4 to 4.0 as.

6. It is observed that the Table 5.1 values of Maximum Probabilities increased
as the increased values of ‘k’ at constant values of the parameter as shown
below the Figure 5.1.
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8 It is observed that the Table-5.2 values of Maximum Probabilities decreased
as the increased values of h and h’ at constant values of the parameter as
shown below the Figure 5.2.

Table 5.1
= 0.2, = 4, h = 0.01, h’ = 0.01

k P(A)

1 0.999991953

2 0.999997556

3 0.999999046

4 0.999999702

Figure 5.1

Table 5.2
= 2, = 0.2, k = 4, B = 4.0

h and h’ P(A)

0.01 0.9999997020

0.02 0.9999996424

0.03 0.9999995828

0.04 0.9999995232

0.05 0.9999994040
Figure 5.2

9. The various relations exhibited among the ARL’s and Type-C OC Curves
with the parameters of the CASP-CUSUM based on the above table 4.1 to
4.34 are observed from the following Table.

Table 5.3
Consolidated Table from the Tables (4.1) to (4.34)

B � � k h h’ L(0) L’(0) P(A)

1.0 2 0.2 1 0.01 0.01 126878.0781 1.0205082 0.9999919534

2.0 2 0.2 2 0.02 0.02 362481.3438 1.0128206 0.9999971986

1.1 3 0.4 1 0.04 0.04 5.6247 1.2853571 0.8139878511

3.0 2 0.2 3 0.01 0.01 1046444.3750 1.0034879 0.9999990463

2.0 3 0.2 2 0.02 0.02 289913.8750 1.0150189 0.9999964833

1.0 2 0.2 1 0.04 0.04 18001.4336 1.0663534 0.9999407530

1.1 3 0.4 1 0.02 0.02 5.2193 1.0899960 0.8272408843

contd. table 5.3
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4.0 3 0.2 4 0.04 0.04 2104700.5 1.0062803 0.9999995232

3.0 2 0.2 3 0.03 0.03 877642.6250 1.0103358 0.9999988675

2.0 2 0.2 2 0.03 0.03 307832.6250 1.0189831 0.9999966621

1.0 2 0.2 1 0.02 0.02 57576.9609 1.0384643 0.9999819398

1.0 3 0.4 1 0.01 0.01 417242.5625 1.0483342 0.9999974966

4.0 2 0.2 4 0.01 0.01 3349506.5 1.0023466 0.9999997020

3.0 3 0.2 3 0.04 0.04 732081.75 1.0115873 0.9999986291

1.0 3 0.2 1 0.03 0.03 187138.375 1.2198263 0.9999935031

2.0 3 0.2 2 0.05 0.05 290896.0 1.0400441 0.9999964237

1.1 3 0.4 1 0.03 0.03 5.4150 1.1704257 0.8222714067

4.0 2 0.2 4 0.04 0.04 2082639.1250 1.0092745 0.9999995232

By observing the Table-5.3, we can conclude that the optimum CASP-CUSUM
Schemes which have the values of ARL and P (A) reach their maximum i.e.,
3349506.5, 0.9999997020 respectively, is
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